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Knowledge Management Team Wins Navy Technology Excellence Award
Thursday, February 08, 2007
By Barbara Honegger Senior Military Affairs Journalist Naval Postgraduate School
The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) FORCEnet Innovation and Research Enterprise (FIRE) team has
won the Department of the Navy Information Management/ Information Technology (IM/IT) Excellence
Award for 2006.  
The honor was presented to NPS Associate Research Professor of Information Sciences Shelley Gallup
Jr., the team's knowledge management project lead, by Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Information Management and Technology and Deputy Department of Defense Chief Information Officer
Dave Wennergren and Acting Department of the Navy Chief Information Officer and Deputy Chief
Information Officer for Policy and Integration John Lussier at the Armed Forces Communications and
Electronics Association (AFCEA)/U.S. Naval Institute WEST Conference honors reception and dinner in
San Diego, Jan. 31. 
FIRE is a groundbreaking collaborative web portal
supporting knowledge management (KM) and
decision making for the real-time planning,
execution, analysis and reporting of large-scale
Navy and DoD experiments.  The partially
automated enterprise system uses non-proprietary
off-the-shelf software and hardware to provide
accurate, real-time, secure and assured information
to authorized Navy, DoD and coalition users
worldwide, including those at sea.  Web-enabled
users anywhere in the world can log on, see the
database and graphics, and    
participate in collaborative decisions in real time.      Caption 
"The Naval Postgraduate School’s FORCEnet Innovation and Research Enterprise team has significantly
advanced the Navy's management of knowledge and effectiveness of decision making in l caption arge-
scale experiments such as the Naval Network Warfare Command (NNWC) Trident Warrior series, the
Navy’s premier FORCEnet sea trials," the award citation reads.  "The team has expeditiously and
economically delivered highly sophisticated process improvements and a unique, advanced capability
that substantially improves FORCEnet experimentation management of complex
experiments.”                                                         
“It was a great thrill for me personally to receive this award on behalf of our group,” said Gallup, a former
surface warfare officer and 1986 NPS graduate in Space Systems Operations.  “It shows that a very
small group working hard to produce useful, reliable results can have a very large impact.  Acting (DON)
Chief Information Officer John Lussier sought me out and told me they had received stacks of nomination
inputs for the award, but that FIRE clearly stood out on top.”  
Gallup noted the Naval Postgraduate School’s central role in Navy experimentation.                     
“For eight years NPS has been the principal means by which the Navy plans, executes, analyzes and
reports on the technology, tactics, techniques and procedures in large-scale naval experiments, and
throughout the conference many of the people we’ve worked with in past experiments had all heard of
our FIRE efforts, which means the word has carried very far,” Gallup noted.
Beginning with Fleet Battle Experiment (FBE) Echo in 1999, Gallup served as principal investigator (PI)
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Beginning with Fleet Battle Experiment (FBE) Echo in 1999, Gallup served as principal investigator (PI)
for the Navy’s FBEs through 2002, directing the experimentation design, analysis and assessment
process for the Navy's largest command, control, communications, computers and intelligence
experiments in history.  He is currently the PI for FORCEnet and Trident Warrior experiments sponsored
by NNWC.  NNWC, in turn, is responsible for all Navy command and control systems. 
“The secret to FIRE’s success is exploiting the best of the best database, portal and collaborative
software to provide a rigorous structure that forces people to do certain things in a certain sequence in a
certain way that ensures the experimentation process is well planned, well executed and well reported,”
said team leader Research Associate Professor of Information Sciences Randy Maule, the key technical
expert implementing the system’s architectural vision.  “The big change with FIRE is that what started out
as physical note pads, lots of phone calls and lots of travel has evolved into a real-time collaborative
system accessible to anyone with access anywhere in the world.  Our coalition partners can log in and
see the same thing we see and make comments and changes in real time.”  
FIRE is the first Oracle enterprise application to work on both the Navy Marine Corps Internet (NMCI) and
non-NMCI, the Non-classified Internet Protocol Router Network (NIRPnet) and Secret Internet Protocol
Router Network (SIPRnet).   
Prior to coming to NPS, Maule worked in financial information systems management for a major bank in
New York City, served as an information manager for two telecommunications conglomerates, and was a
director of information systems at a supercomputing center for the federal government, where he
developed knowledge services for state, national and international agencies.  Gallup stressed the
paradigm change that FIRE represents.  
“You can divide the history of large-scale Naval experimentation management into ‘before FIRE’ and
‘after FIRE,’” said Gallup.  “Before FIRE, constructing the goals, design, execution, data collection,
results analysis and documentation of complex experiments was exceedingly manpower intensive
andtime consuming, because there was no set structure and little or no automation.  FIRE now uses a
seamless, comprehensive methodology to provide a single authoritative structure that makes the
experiment management, data collection, analysis and report development faster and easier with far
fewer personnel, because everything is done via the Internet.  The system significantly increases
participation and shared understanding among as many as 200 planners, and the results of analyses are
now available in half the time that they were before.   
“To date, FIRE has actively contributed to moving experimentation of new technologies, such as ship-to-
ship laser communications, closer to becoming programs of record, as well as transitioning programs of
record such as Automated Digital Network Switch (ADNS) and Common Chat Line (CCL+), a real-time
translation tool, into fleet acquisitions,” Gallup said.  “Also, the Rapid Technology Transition acquisition
cycle has become truly rapid, cut by about 75 percent, down to two to three years.”
In addition to Gallup and Maule, the other members of the award-winning team are senior mentor and
adviser Professor Emeritus and former Physics Department Chairman Gordon Schacher; senior mentor
and technical writer retired Navy Capt. Jack Jensen; database software developers Information Sciences
Research Faculty member Bryan McClain and Research Associate Diane Smith; Associate Professor of
Information Sciences Bill Roeting; and Data Analysis Assistant Sharon Prichard. 
“Gordon Schacher is really the prime mover behind FIRE,” said Maule. “He was the original director of
the NPS Institute for Joint Warfare Analysis (IJWA) where this experimentation innovation began.” 
FORCEnet is the architectural framework and operational construct for the implementation of Network-
Centric Naval Warfare in the Information Age, and the infrastructure for the naval command and control
component for Sea Power 21 and expeditionary warfare.  It integrates warriors, sensors, networks,
command and control platforms, weapons and mission support systems into a networked, distributed
combat force scalable across the full spectrum of conflict from seabed to space and sea to land, to
optimize information and content interoperability for warfighting and business transformation. 
Trident Warrior sea trials assess FORCEnet systems, technology, tactics, techniques and procedures in
support of procurement and development decisions.  
For more information about FIRE -- and its successor TACFIRE which projects FIRE capabilities as a
core-integrated component of ship networks in the operational fleet -- contact Gallup at (831) 594-0609 or
spgallup@nps.edu.  
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